RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

A list of works of art, scientific and technical drawings, photographs, and prints and pictorial works for which renewal registrations were made during the period covered by this issue. Arrangement is alphabetical under the name of the claimant of renewal copyright. Information relating to both the original and the renewal registration is included in each entry. References from the names of joint claimants and authors and from variant forms of names are interfiled.

A

ABINGDON PRESS.

Heal of Christ. By Howard Chandler Christy. © 1945. R52802. Abbingdon Press (PWH); 13Jan72; R521742.

ASHLEY (AARON) INC.

Adele Dumilat as as La Diane Chasseuse. By J. Bouvier; author of renewable matter: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 21May45; H2911. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 6Jun72; R530486.

Adele Dumilat as was Myrthai in the celebrated ballet L'Ombre. By J. Bouvier; author of renewable matter: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 21May45; H2911. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 6Jun72; R530486.

The celebrated Pas de quatre, by Alfred Ed Chalon; author of the reproduction: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 20Mar45; H2905. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 6Jun72; R530486.

Cutty Sark, by R. MacGregor; author of the reproduction: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 11Sep44; H2776. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 6Jun72; R530486.

Fanny Cerrito in the Favourite Pas la Gitana. By J. Bouvier; author of renewable matter: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 21May45; H2912. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 6Jun72; R530486.

Fanny Cerrito in the new grand ballet Alma ou la fille du feu. By J. Bouvier; author of renewable matter: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 4Jun45; H2919. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 15Jun72; R530951.

Golden retriever: serving the guns. By Maud Earl. Author of renewable matter: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 4Jun45; H2919. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 15Jun72; R530951.

Hail victory, by Richard Newton, Jr. Author of renewable matter: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 6Jun45; H2918. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 15Jun72; R530950.

Madelle Carlotta Grisi, and Mons'r Perrot in the very attractive ballet La Esmeralda. By J. Bouvier; author of renewable matter: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 21May45; H2911. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 6Jun72; R530486.

Marie Taglioni and Signor Guerra in the celebrated ballet L'Ombre. By J. Bouvier; author of renewable matter: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 21May45; H2911. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 6Jun72; R530486.

B

BARRET DE LYON, JEHAN. See BARRET, JEAN.

BARRET, JEAN. Angel. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

BATES, FRED M. See KRIEBEL & BATES, INC.

BOTTECELLI, SANDRO. Portrait of a youth. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.

BOUVIER, J. For work by: J. Bouvier See ASHLEY (AARON) INC.

BOWMAN, ALFRED. Bittersweet, from the 1945 Wildlife conservation stamps. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION, INC.

BOWMAN, ALFRED J. Evening primrose, from the 1945 Wildlife conservation stamps. See NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION, INC.

BRONZINO, ANGELO. For works by Angelo Bronzino See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

BURROUGHS (EDGAR RICE) INC.


Arrows' sweep. Release: Mar. 14, 1943. © 11Mar43; K95384. 18Feb71; R524440.

Attack. Release: June 24, 1945. © 21Jun45; K96575. 29Jun72; R531253.


The captive. Release: Apr. 15, 1944. © 12Apr45; K96595. 2May72; R528576.

The cave. Release: Apr. 1, 1945. © 29Mar45; K96587. 2May72; R528572.

Conclave. Release: May 27, 1945. © 24May45; K96579. 26May72; R530965.

Desperate measures. Release: Jan. 7, 1945. © 6Jan45; K96593. 2May72; R528590.

Expedition. Release: Mar. 7, 1943. © 4Mar43; K95386. 18Feb71; R525442.

Flying squad. Release: June 3, 1945. © 31May45; K96578. 14Jun72; R530825.
Lucifer; eight sketches from Kid by Ralph Haver. © 1954, 1955, 1956. Walt Disney Productions (PWH); 8Jan72; R525606.

Magical: \textit{Adoration of the Magi}: portrait of Wendell Willkie; bust with coat. By Malvina Hoffman. © 22Mar45; G45996. Charles Hoffman (E); 17Apr72; R527176.

Goof, Vincent Van. Public gardens in Arles. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.

The starry night. See MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, NEW YORK.

Goldstein, Melvin A. Holidays for strings. © 1945; G44948. Melvin A. Goldstein (A); 17Apr72; R527226.

Goya y Lucientes, Francisco Jose De. The Duke of Osuna. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

Gercke, Jean Baptiste. The wool winder. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

Hagenmann, Iris Worth. Christian service, protection, peace, equality, justice, sufficiency; seal for the World Peace Council. © 9Mar44; G43994. Iris Worth Hagenmann (A); 20Apr72; R526972.

Hall Bros., Inc. For works with Hall Bros., Inc as the author of renewable matter See DISNEY (WALT) PRODUCTIONS.

Heller, Eva. The offering. See HUMMELWERK SALES, INC.

Herring, J. F., Sr. For works by J. F. Herring, Sr. See NEW YORK GRAPhIC SOCIETY, LTD.

Hoffman, Charles. Group of two monkeys, mother and baby monkey cuddled together, by Malvina Hoffman. © 20Mar45; G45996. Charles Hoffman (E); 17Apr72; R527176.

One monkey scratching his chest and squattting on his haunches, by Malvina Hoffman. © 20Mar45; G45996. Charles Hoffman (E); 17Apr72; R527176.

Portrait of Wendell Willkie; bust with coat. By Malvina Hoffman. © 22Mar45; G45996. Charles Hoffman (E); 17Apr72; R527176.

Portrait of Wendell Willkie; head and neck only, looking up. By Malvina Hoffman. © 20Mar45; G45996. Charles Hoffman (E); 17Apr72; R527176.

Rearing lion on marble base, by Malvina Hoffman. © 22Mar45; G45996. Charles Hoffman (E); 17Apr72; R527176.

Unicorn, rearing on marble base, by Malvina Hoffman. © 22Mar45; G45996. Charles Hoffman (E); 17Apr72; R527176.

Hoffman, Malvina. For works by Malvina Hoffman See HOFFMAN, CHARLES.

Hoffmann, Heinrich. Christ at thirty-three. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.

Christ at twelve. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.

Christ in the temple. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.

Hoagth, Burgh. Tarzan. See BURROUGHS (EDGAR RICE) INC.


Box elder, from the 1945 Wildlife conservation stamps. Author of renewable matter: National Wildlife Federation, employer for hire of Francis L. Jaques. © 1Feb45; K57652. National Wildlife Federation, Inc. (PWH); 11Feb72; R523004.


Behind the curtain, by Edgar Degas; author of the reproduction: Robert Freund. © 10Feb44; K57759. New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (PWH); 13Apr72; R526991.
Task force of two novices. By Dwight Shepler. © 11Oct44; K56297.
New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (PWH); 10Feb72; R52295.
The trellis, by Gustave Courbet; author of the reproduction: Robert Freund. © 15Apr44; H731.
New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (PWH); 10Feb72; R52294.
Unloading operation. By Dwight Shepler. © 11Oct44; K56299.
New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (PWH); 10Feb72; R52294.
Vase of flowers, by Paul Dezanne; author of the reproduction: Robert Freund. © 28Jul44; K5700.
New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (PWH); 10Feb72; R52294.
The white horse, by John Constable; author of the reproduction: Robert Freund. © 28Jul44; K5705.
New York Graphic Society, Ltd. (PWH); 10Feb72; R52295.
NEWTON, RICHARD, JR.
Hail victory. See ASHLEY (AARON) INC.
STABLE OF CHAMPIONS. See ASHLEY (AARON) INC.

P

PASSARRO, CAMILLE JACOB.
L'Oise near Fontoulie. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.

PEARSON, MARIONETTE S.
Morn musicals. See ASHLEY (AARON) INC.

PICKETT, JOSEPH.
Manchester Valley. See MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, NEW YORK.
PLOCKHORN, BENJAMIN.
The Good Shepherd. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.

PROVIDENCE LITHOGRAPH CO.
Be ye kind (A room for a friend) © 17Mar44; R52457. Providence Lithograph Co. (PWH); 3Mar72; R52457.
The Crucifixion, by William Hole. © 17Mar44; H7204. Providence Lithograph Co. (PWH); 3Mar72; R52455.
David and the sleeping king. © 2Mar44; K5875. Providence Lithograph Co. (PWH); 3Mar72; R52457.
A glad welcome (The triumphal entry) © 17Mar44; K5871. Providence Lithograph Co. (PWH); 3Mar72; R52457.
I will pray unto the Lord (Hannah) © 28Jun44; K5872. Providence Lithograph Co. (PWH); 3Mar72; R52457.
Jesus and his friends take a walk (Through the cornfield) By Elsie Ann Wood. © 29Dec44; H5039. Providence Lithograph Co. (PWH); 3Mar72; R52457.
Paul and Lydia, by Harold Copping. © 26Jun44; H5036. Providence Lithograph Co. (PWH); 3Mar72; R52457.
Paul and Timothy. © 26Jun44; K5869. Providence Lithograph Co. (PWH); 3Mar72; R52457.
Paul's young friend. © 17Mar44; R52459. Providence Lithograph Co. (PWH); 3Mar72; R52459.
Rebekah waters the camels. © 28Jun44; K5882. Providence Lithograph Co. (PWH); 7Apr72; R52459.

The temptation of Jesus; by Woodward; author of the print: Providence Lithograph Co. (PWH); 3Mar72; R52457.

PUSHMAN, ARSEN.
A book of verse; painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 13Oct44; K54184. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 15Mar72; R52458.
Eternal destiny, no. 2; oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 4Oct44; K54056. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 15Mar72; R52457.
Ever enchanting people; painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 9Oct44; K54130. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 15Mar72; R52458.
Forgotten divinity; oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 26Sep44; K54097. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 15Mar72; R52457.
Immortality; oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 2Mar44; K54047. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 15Mar72; R52457.
My little princess; oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 3Oct44; K54018. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 15Mar72; R52457.
My past dreams, no. 2; painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 9Oct44; K54128. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 15Mar72; R52457.
Rain god, no. 2; painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 9Oct44; K54131. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 15Mar72; R52457.
A silver plate; painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 12Jun44; K54054. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 3Mar72; R52457.
Song of the birds; oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 11Jun44; K54055. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 3Mar72; R52457.
Symphony of life; oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 13Jun44; K54054. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 3Mar72; R52457.
The warrior; oil painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 5Aug44; K54019. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 3Mar72; R52457.
When spring comes; painting by Hovsep Pushman. © 11Jun44; K54132. Arsen Pushman & Armand Pushman (C); 3Mar72; R52457.

PUSHMAN, HOVSEP.
For works with paintings by Hovsep Pushman, see Pushman, ARSEN.

R

RAFAEL.
Madonna del Granduca. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.

ReMBRANDT HARMENSZON VAN RIJN.
Nicolaes Buts. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.
Supper at Emmaus. See SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION. SUNDAY SCHOOL BOARD.

RHEIN, AUGUSTE.
Little Harvestward. See MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, NEW YORK.
REYNOLDS, SIR JOSHUA.
Sir John Burgoyne. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

RINGLING BROS. & BARNUM & BAILEY
COMBINED SHOWS, INC.
Admission 2 nuts. Author of the print: Arthur Hopper. © 30Jul43; R522051.
K33471. Ringling Bros. & Barnum & Bailey Combined Shows, Inc. (PWH); R522054.

ROTHROCK, LILLIAN.
Tac-pin. © 24May44; I-34508. Lillian Rothrock (A); 2May72; R539548.

ROYALT, GEORGE S.
Christ mocked by soldiers. See MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, NEW YORK.

SALLMAN, WARNER E.
Boy Christ. See KRIEBEL & BATES, INC.

SCHMID (JULIUS) INC.
First move of insertion, by Elizabeth Cuzzort. © 20Dec43; I-34553.
Julius Schmid, Inc. (PWH); 6Dec71; R522049.

In obese cases, by Elizabeth Cuzzort. © 20Dec43; I-34553.
Julius Schmid, Inc. (PWH); 6Dec71; R522049.

Patient locating position of cervix, by Elizabeth Cuzzort. © 20Dec43; I-34553.
Julius Schmid, Inc. (PWH); 6Dec71; R522049.

Removing the introducer, by Elizabeth Cuzzort. © 20Dec43; I-34552.
Julius Schmid, Inc. (PWH); 6Dec71; R522052.

Seating the diaphragm, by Elizabeth Cuzzort. © 20Dec43; I-34551.
Julius Schmid, Inc. (PWH); 6Dec71; R522051.

Second move of insertion, by Elizabeth Cuzzort. © 20Dec43; I-34550.
Julius Schmid, Inc. (PWH); 6Dec71; R522050.

Testing for placement, by Elizabeth Cuzzort. © 20Dec43; I-34548.
Julius Schmid, Inc. (PWH); 6Dec71; R522048.

SHEPPLE, DWIGHT.
Night action off Savo. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.
Task force of two navies. See NEW YORK GRAPHIC SOCIETY, LTD.

SOUTHERN BAPTIST CONVENTION. SUNDAY
SCHOOL BOARD.
The conversion of Saul. © 30Apr44; K55765. Sunday School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention (PWH); 3Mar72; R523665.
Supper at Emmaus; Rembrandt. © 26Mar44, K55526. Sunday School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention (PWH); 3Mar72; R523665.

THIEME, ANTHONY.
Village street, Massachusetts. See ASHLER (AARON) INC.

TTITIAN, VECCELLI.
Man in a red cap. See FRICK COLLECTION, NEW YORK.

WOOD, ELSIE ANN.
Jesus and his friends take a walk (Through the cornfield) See PROVIDENCE LITHOGRAPH CO.

WOODWARD.
The temptation of Jesus. See PROVIDENCE LITHOGRAPH CO.
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A

ANDREWS, FRANK.
1945
© Release: July 9, 1945 - 29Nov72; R540366.
© Waiting for a live one. A pen drawing finished with watercolors. © 27Dec44; 045285. Frank Andrews (A); 29Nov72; R540414.

ASHLEY (AARON) INC.
© Apples and primroses. By Paul Cezanne; author of the reproduction: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 30Oct45; H3024. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 11Nov72; R539540.

B

BONELLI, DANIEL LEONARD.
© Diana; young woman pouring tea from a pot (wearing split skirt) © 9May45; 045287. D. L. Bonelli (A); 7Nov72; R536560.

BONNAR, JAMES KING.
© Snow village. See INTERCRIFT INDUSTRIES CORP.

BRODETTE, BERTRAM O.
© Blueberry hill. See INTERCRIFT INDUSTRIES CORP.

BURROUGHS (EDGAR RICE) INC.

of Burroughs, Inc. (PWH); 13Nov72; R535940.


Burroughs, Inc. (PWH): 11Oct72; R535682. 15Jan72; R533265.

Burroughs, Inc. (PWH); 8Sep72; R535090.

Bear skin neck, Rockport, Mass. By Anthony Thieme; author of renewable matter: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 27Aug45; R536511. Aaron Ashley, Inc. (PWH); 8Sep72; R535090.

Going out, Gloucester, Mass. By Anthony Thieme; author of renewable matter: Arthur Jaffe Heliochrome Co. © 14Sep45; R535789. 31Jul72; R535367.


Kurd u's tale. Release: July 15, 1945. © 12Jun45; K96572. 31Jul72; R535368.


Mystery. Release: Sept. 9, 1945. © 5Sep45; K96564. 14Sep72; R535684.

Prisoners. Release: Sept. 30, 1945. © 23Sep45; K96561. 27Sep72; R536482.


RENEWAL REGISTRATIONS

MAXON, REX.
Tarzan. See BURROUGHS (EDGAR RICE) INC.

MORA, JO. California. See MORA, JO NEDHAM.

MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, NEW YORK.
The blue window, by Henri Matisse. © 18Jan45; H113. Museum of Modern Art (PWH); 3Nov72; R538864.

NAVY MOTHERS CLUB OF AMERICA - GLENN YOUNGKIN CLUB.
Memorial plaque, by William F. Kirchner. © 1Aug44; I-35110. Navy Mothers Club of America - Glenn Youngkin Club (PWH); 31Jul72; R532853.

PATTERSON, ALBERT STANLEY.
Airfoil with convex-concave-convex cambered upper surface. © 20Oct44; I-39878. Albert Stanley Patterson (A); 28Sep72; R536639.
Airfoil with series of spanwise concave curves or chordwise flanges. © 30Oct44; I-39427. Albert Stanley Patterson (A); 100ct72; R537311.
Design for airfoil having concave upper surface at leading edge. Fig. 1-3. © 20Oct44; I-39921. Albert Stanley Patterson (A); 28Sep72; R536638.
Design showing propeller blade center lines at angle to axis of rotation. © 20Oct44; I-39640. Albert Stanley Patterson (A); 100ct72; R537310.

ROGERS, LUCY F.
Homestead at bow. See ROGERS, MARION L.

ROGERS, MARION L.
Homestead at bow, by Lucy F. Rogers. © 7Dec44; K56757. Marion L. Rogers (Adm. c.t.a.); 24Oct72; R538025.

S

SANT, JAMES.
Childhood dreams. See INTERCRAFT INDUSTRIES CORP.

THE STORY OF THE ATOMIC BOMB (Filmstrip) © 28Dec44; J145. Gerrit C. Zwart (A); Stan75; R541774.

T

TELELEY, THOMAS.
Hematology [sic] total count. (Human engineering series) © 3Nov45; I-36888. Thomas Teleley (A); 6Nov72; R539043.

THEIME, ANTHONY.
Bear skin neck. See ASHLEY (AARON) INC.
Going out, Gloucester, Mass. See ASHLEY (AARON) INC.
In the Bahamas. See ASHLEY (AARON) INC.

VERLAG ARS SACRA JOSEF MUELLER.
Er traumt von besseren Zeiten. 5945.
By Berta Hummel. © 7Sep45; K501. Verlag Ars Sacra Josef Mueller (PWH); 1Dec72; R540491.
Staendchen. 14409.
By Berta Hummel. © 6Sep45; K506. Verlag Ars Sacra Josef Mueller (PWH); 1Dec72; R540492.

VICTOR, JEFFREY.
Shoe book of nursery rhymes. See WESTERN PUB. CO., INC.

W

WAANO-GANO, JOE.
Chief Standing Bear. © 12Dec44; G44436. Joe Waano-Gano (A); 26Oct72; R538581.
Chief Turtle. © 12Dec44; G54437. Joe Waano-Gano (A); 26Oct72; R538582.
Ghost dance chant. [Standing in midst of swirling dancing Indians, real & spirit, Sioux chief sings; mural] © 12Dec44; G44438. Joe Waano-Gano (A); 26Oct72; R538583.
Little Elk. [Cheyenne Indian] © 8Jun45; G44580. Joe Waano-Gano (A); 26Oct72; R538584.

WEBSTER, W. E.
Serenade in blue. See INTERCRAFT INDUSTRIES CORP.

WESTERN PUB. CO., INC.
Shoe book of nursery rhymes.
Designed by Jeffrey Victor, pictures by Elizabeth Deuber. © 11Sep45; K1613. Western Pub. Co.; (PWH); 27Nov72; R540403.

WILLEMS, HENRY JOSEPH.
Santa Claus mail. © 31Aug44; K59431. Henry Joseph Willems (A); 27Sep72; R536360.
Santa Claus postag stamp. © 23Mar45; K59519. Henry Joseph Willems (A); 27Sep72; R536361.

WOOD, GRANT.
For works by Grant Wood See GRAHAM, NAN WOOD.

ZWART, GERRIT C.
SANT, JAMES. See INTERCRAFT INDUSTRIES CORP.

THE STORY OF THE ATOMIC BOMB.